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Abstract:
The purpose of this study is to analyse the
Western music notation system as a set of objects that
act as computational representatives for notation
symbols. The primary analytical method is the objectoriented analysis used in computer science. To
improve coherency in the resulting analysis, I have
extended standard object-oriented methodology with
linear logic, a method also originating from computer
science. The result of the study is a structural object
model that describes the roles and relationships of
objects found in music notation. This model can be
used as a basis for computer software design.
The intention of the study is to represent a
theoretical description of music notation that can be
used in the design process of a music notation
computer program. Previous studies on the computerbased music notation have shown that the processing
of music notation involves different types of
information. Existing musical data representations
serve as current examples of how the various types of
information can be encoded and of the kinds of
difficulties involved. This study is based on the
assumption that a consistent object model can formed
by including only those objects that have an explicit
visual appearance; information belonging to levels or
domains other than the visual one can be included as
properties of visual objects.
Keywords : Music Notation System, Object Oriented
Analysis, Music Notation
I. COMPUTER BASED MUSIC NOTATION
Music notation presents a challenge for software
developers for many reasons. First, music notation
programs typically have to process several different
types of information i.e., graphical, logical,
performance and analytic. Secondly, the rule set of
music notation is extremely complex compared to, for
instance, word processing or other commonly-known
computer applications. Third, the market for
commercial music notation application is considerably
smaller than that of, say word processing program.
These facts mean that the development process of a
notation program is typically difficult and slow, while
the potential outcome of a commercial endeavour may
be small.
The
Computational
and
representational
difficulties concerning music notation have also been
subject to scientific research in both musicology and
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computer science. There has been active scientific
research on many areas concerning music notation.
These include user interfaces, forms and means of data
input, different forms of displaying music notation,
automatic spacing algorithms, algorithms for
generating a musical performance from a notated
score, optical recognition of printed and handwritten
music notation etc., One central area of research is the
computer representation of music notation, which also
lies within the scope of this study.
Computer representations have been developed
for various purposes related to music notation. These
include data input, data output, the internal memory
structures of notation programs, file formats for data
storage, and file formats for data interchange between
notation programs. This model comprises of
hierarchically organized objects, can be used as a basis
for designing concrete representations.
II. RESEARCH METHODS
Computer Science offers systematic methods for
various tasks and stages in software engineering.
These tasks include the selection and use of
programming languages and the preparation of
specifications for programming tasks. In addition,
formal methods have been presented for analysing a
system or for a problem to be implemented in or
solved by computer software.
Object oriented analysis is a part of objectoriented software engineering methodology. Object
oriented software engineering uses objects as a basic
unit of software construction. An object is a
combination of data and a set of operations for
manipulating the data. The use of objects provides a
formal method of decomposing a large and complex
system into smaller parts that can be written and tested
separately. An object can hide its internal data
structures form other objects so that the data is
protected from undesired use. Thus, the object’s data
structures may also be redesigned and changed
without requiring changes to other objects.
Object oriented analysis is a method whereby a
system to be implemented in software is decomposed
into objects, and the basic relationships of these
objects are defined. The result of the analysis is
presented as graphical diagrams and textual
descriptions.
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Several formal object oriented methods have been
presented. In the late 1990’s, the Unified Modelling
Language (UML) became the dominant formal object
oriented methods. Thus UML notation was chosen for
use in this study. However, UML is primary a
modelling language, not a formal method of
performing an analysis. To systematize further the
analysis process, linear logic was used as a
complementary method.
Linear logic is an alternative logic to classical
logic. Linear logic is based on the principle of limited
resources as opposed to the principle of unlimited
resources in classical logic. For software engineering
linear logic offers advantages for simplified
management of memory and other computing
resources. Linear logic provides a systematic method
for evaluating various analytical decisions.
III. APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY AND
GENERAL GOALS
The basic goal of this study is to present a model
of the Western Music Notation System, such that this
model, is turn, can be used as a basis for computer
software design. The model should be general enough
to be applicable to many types of computer
applications requiring music notations. At the same
time, the model should be independent enough not to
require a particular area of application. Also, it should
be independent of the computer hardware or software
environment and of the implementation programming
language.
The original impetus for the present study arose
from a technical interest in applying object oriented
techniques to the design of music notation software.
Previous
personal
experience
with
music
representations and on music composition software
design had shown that modularization can lead to an
effective and efficient musical computing environment
while requiring a relatively small amount of
programming code. Then came further experience in
designing and implementing an audio signal
processing system. This experience showed that an
object oriented approach provided that means of
building an easily, maintainable and expandable
framework, one that could also be accomplished with
a relatively modest amount of programming effort.
This leads to experiments with applying similar
techniques to the design of music notation software.
However, music notation proved to be a much more
difficult problem than the one faced in signal
processing or the manipulation of musical events.
Experiments with different program prototypes
showed that a theoretical study, separated from the
practical problems of programming, was needed in
order to form an objective view of the problem
domain.
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The present study focuses more on data
representational aspects of computer-based music
notation, and less on algorithms involved with musical
data processing. More specifically, my focus is on
high-level structural abstractions rather than on lowlevel data structures and optimization of storage space.
My study concentrates on defining the different
types of objects that can be found in common music
notation. This can be seen as the first necessary step in
process of object-oriented software development.
One goal of the study was to achieve a simple and
coherent model of a system that in itself appears to be
extremely complex. To help achieve this goal, I
applied systematic methodology beyond conventional
object-oriented techniques. In the light of the
complexity of music notation as a communication
system, the amount of detail that could be handled had
to be kept small. Limiting the amount of detail also
helps to keep the model and its presentation simple.
IV. RESULT
The results of the study are cantered around a
structural analysis model of music notation. The
model is presented as a set of UML class diagrams
with accompanying text descriptions. The model
presents a structure of object classes and their
relationships. Once aspect of the analysis involves the
classification of musical symbols. Another aspect is
the definition of various relationships between the
classes. Once central set of relationships is the
decomposition of a musical score; this starts from the
abstraction of the entire score and proceeds down to
its smallest symbolic constituents: note heads, lines,
dots, letter, numbers etc.
This is not the first project to apply object oriented
techniques to computer based music notation. In fact,
several ongoing notation program have been written
with object oriented programming languages.
Nevertheless, few systematic scientific studies have
been published that deal with what music notation is
in terms of objects (i.e., classification of music
notation symbols). The key contribution of this study
is not the new-object model itself. Rather, objectoriented modelling is used here as a means for gaining
a new perspective on music notation and on its
computer representation. Above all else, the object
modelling applied in this study helps to isolate and
organize the different types of musical information
mentioned above, and to examine their roles and
mutual relationships.
What separates this study from previous ones on
the same area is that it presents a general purpose
model of music notation rather than one aimed at
some particular computer program or application.
Here, object oriented analysis, further refined with the
principles of linear logic, is used as a systematic
research method. Moreover, the object-model of
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music notation is presented as a result of using this
methodology, rather than as a mere case study of some
software engineering method. The main aim of this
study is to present a description of music notation that
can be used as a basis for software design. In addition
to this practical aim, the present work can be
approached as theoretical study that presents a
systematic categorization of the symbols and in
Western Music Notation.
The principle value of this study does not lie in the
application of object oriented methods to music
notation in general. Rather, its main value concerns
the way that music notation is approached and how
object oriented methods are applied and developed
further. Here, music notation is approached primarily
as graphical system, which contrasts with some
recently developed representations of music notation.
Object oriented methodology is extended with linear
logic, which provides a strict set of rules to help in
forming an object structure for representing music
notation.

description of the subset was included in order to
make the text methodologically self-contained.
The key features of the analysis model can be
summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

It presents an object-oriented representation
of the problem domain
It uses terminology that can be found in the
established vocabulary of music notation.
It is consistently graphically oriented.
It uses a hierarchical class inhabitation
structure for categorizing notation symbols
It defines a systematic and coherent
aggregation structure influenced by linear
logic.
It suggests that logic information should be
modeled
as
object
properties
and
associations, not as objects
It puts little emphasis on explicit
representation of purely performance related
information.

V. CONCLUSION
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